Alkaline phosphatase catalysis is ultrasensitive to charge sequestered between the active site zinc ions.
Escherichia coli alkaline phosphatase (AP) is a prototypical bimetalloenzyme, facilitating catalysis of phosphate monoester hydrolysis with two Zn2+ metal ions that are only 4 A apart. In the reaction's transition state, one of the nonbridging oxygen atoms of the transferred group appears to interact directly with the Zn2+ ion metallocluster. To determine the importance and the energetic properties of this interaction, we systematically varied the charge on this oxygen atom, exploiting the ability of AP to catalyze reactions of different classes of substrates. We observed that the AP catalytic proficiency correlates very well (R2 = 0.98) with the charge on this oxygen atom, over 8 orders of magnitude of catalytic proficiency. The slope of this linear correlation (31 +/- 2 kcal/mol per unit charge) is extraordinarily steep, indicating that AP greatly discriminates between differentially charged substrates. We suggest that this discrimination arises via an electrostatic interaction with the bimetallocluster. The dependence of the AP catalytic proficiency on the nonbridging oxygen charge is much larger than charge perturbation effects observed previously for other proteins. We propose that AP uses folding energy to position the two Zn2+ metal ions in close proximity, thereby creating an active site with a high electrostatic potential that is extraordinarily sensitive to the charge that "solvates" the metallocluster. The sensitivity of enzyme energetics to systematic variation in electrostatic properties provides a powerful measure of the active site environment. Future work comparing the sensitivity of related enzymes that have been optimized to catalyze different reactions will help reveal how natural selection has tuned related active sites to favor different reactions.